High Field Magnet Laboratory at Nijmegen
Facilities and Experiments
H.W. Myron, Nijmegen
Magnet laboratories fall into a size
category all to themselves: not large for
example on the scale of CERN or ILL, but
substantial enough to encourage multi
laboratory and international coopera
tion. Here, I should like to encourage this
by describing the various magnets and
facilities available at the "Laboratorium
voor Hoge Magneetvelden" at the Uni
versity of Nijmegen in The Netherlands,
as well as some of the research pro
grammes planned or underway.
At present, the Nijmegen facility has
five magnet stations: a 25.4 T hybrid
magnet, a 20 T Bitter magnet and three
15 T Bitter magnets of various characte
ristics (see Table 1).
A hybrid magnet is a superconducting
solenoidal magnet concentrically sur
rounding a water-cooled resistive ma
gnet. Nijmegen I, our first hybrid, has a
"super" field of 8.4 T in a room tempera
ture bore of 40 cm. The superconduc
ting material is Nb-Ti operating at 4.2 K.
The twenty-one individually wound su
perconducting coils sit in a cryostat
which can accommodate 320 I of liquid
helium. The cryostat is precooled by a
two stage (80 and 20 K) cryogenic
pump, the cool-down from room tempe
rature taking approximately seven days.
In the warm bore of the superconduc
tor, two Bitter magnets are concentrical
ly placed ; the working radial diameter of
the "big" field from the superposition of
the superconductor and Bitter fields is
32 mm, in which we generate a field of
25.4 T. The "1 1/4" in bore is a standard
size in Nijmegen and at the Francis Bitter
National Magnet Laboratory of the Mas
sachussetts Institute of Technology in
Cambridge. The hybrid design is prefer
red for the the highest field operations
simply because of restrictions on the

size of the power supply available for the
resistive (Bitter) magnets. For example,
to generate a 25 T field by resistive
means only, requires a power supply of
some 10 MW, whereas with an 8 T
boost field from the superconductor of a
hybrid, one can generate the same field
with 5.4 MW — adifference of 4.6 MW.
For a 50 T magnet, the difference in
power requirements for a hybrid magnet
with a 10 T superconducting back
ground compared to a purely resistive
magnet is 29 MW!
The generation of a magnetic field in
the so-called resistive magnets is con
ceptually straightforward. One needs a
current loop (in our case of 20000 A)
and the loop is created by a series of
stacked Bitter coils, in which at a given
azimuth a wedge is cut from the insula
tion layer whereupon the current jumps
to the next copper coil and so forth. The
stacking of the copper coils varies ac
cording to field requirements, but the
simplest version is shown in Fig. 1. The
bore of the magnet is of course the cen
tre, the small holes are for cooling water
and an outer annulus is used to bolt the
stack in place.
The cooling for the resistive magnets
is provided by a demineralized water in
stallation with a flow of 3 x 105l/h. The
entry temperature is about 10° C and
the water is warmed by 20 deg when the
magnet is operating at full power. The
primary cooling is provided by an ice
bunker of 150 ton, which has a capacity
of 18 MWh. The ice is generated by two
compressors which in practice ensures
continuous operation. AC power is pro
vided by the local electric company
which we transform and rectify. Week
days, we begin operations at 13:00 and
in principle may continue until 08:00 in

Table 1— Characteristics of magnets at the Nijmegen High Field Magnet Laboratory
Magnet
Hybrid Magnet 1
Hybrid Magnet 2*
Bitter 2
Bitter 1/3
Bitter 4

Maximum Field (T)
25.4
30.0
14.5
15.0
20.0

* planned for early in the NewYear.

Homogeneity
(in 1 cm diameter
of spherical volume)
3x
3x
5x
1x
1x

10-3
IO-3
10-5
10-4
10-3

Room Temperature
Bore (cm)
3.2
3.2
5.3
6.0
3.2

Fig. 1— The conductor of aBitter solenoid
pulled open; small holes are for thepassage
of cooling water and larger holes are to
clamp the coil inplace.
the morning. During the weekend, we
can have electricity on a 24 hour basis.
Even though we have on occasion work
ed around the clock and started shifts at
3 in the morning (de hond shift) we try to
schedule at more convenient hours, de
pending on the demand.
The Bitter design, however, is by no
means unique in creating fields in water
cooled resistive magnets. Recently a
team at the Grenoble magnet laboratory,
Service National des Champs Intenses
and Max-Planck-lnstitut, have genera
ted continuous fields of 25 T using a
polyhelix design. A polyhelix as the
name implies is made up of concentric
cylinders which are water cooled in the
region between the copper helices. The
polyhelix magnet will form the resistive
part of their forthcoming hybrid magnet.
The Nijmegen hybrid magnet reflec
ted in Fig. 2 is still the world record
holder for continuous DC fields at 30.06
T. Since the mid 1970's, we have coope
rated with the National Magnet Labora
tory to make the highest fields available
to scientists at our respective laborato
ries. By pooling our financial resources
we were able to accomplish our mutual
goals which independently would most
probably not have been feasible or diffi
cult at best. This was undoubtedly also
one of the motivations for cooperation
between France and the Federal Repu
blic of Germany.
Soon we expect another hybrid ma
gnet, Nijmegen II, which all being well,
will at the time of reading, achieve a con
tinuous field of between 32 and 33 T at
MIT. It will have a "super" field of 11 T
using Nb-Ti operating at 1.8 K and the
resistive part will achieve 22 T, once
again with the standard bore size.
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Having operated at MIT, the 33 T hybrid
will be shipped to Nijmegen where we
expect to attain DC fields of up to 30 T.
The difference in peak fields available at
Nijmegen and MIT is reflected by the
maximum power available (6 and 10
MW respectively). MIT will construct a
second version of Nijmegen II which will
remain in Cambridge.
The Japanese at Tohoku University in
Sendai have also made aserious effort in
achieving high DC magnetic fields
through the construction of hybrid ma
gnets. Soon, it is expected that they will
also have a > 30 T hybrid system. The
editors of the Guiness Book of Records
will undoubtedly be very busy with ma
gnets in this Olympic year.
User Interest
The scientific facilities available to
users of the laboratory include a variety
of cryostats with a temperature range
from milliKelvin to room temperature.
The dilution refrigerator in a 15 T magnet
is shown in Fig. 3. Far infrared and pico
second laser systems are also available
as well as a wide variety of electronics.
Now, I should like to go into some detail
regarding the collaborations on a multi
laboratory and/or international scale.
A very intriguing problem in solid state
physics using high magnetic fields is the
Quantum Hall Effect (QHE) and the frac
tional QHE discovered respectively by
von Klitzing, Dorda and Pepper (1980)
and Tsui, Gossard and Störmer (1982):
for a given value of magnetic field the
Hall resistivity of a two-dimensional
electron gas become an integer (or frac
tion) of h/ke2 where h is Planck's cons
tant, e is the electron charge and k is the
integer or fraction. The discovery of the
integer effect was so significant that

Fig. 2 — Picosecondlight pulses fromaCWdye laser which is synchronously pumped by a
mode locked Kr-ion laser is used to study electron-hole recombination in quantum wells in
high magnetic fields. The hybrid magnet is seen through the mirror on the upper right hand
side of the photograph.

von Klitzing won the Hewlett-Packard ger and fractional QHE were discovered
Prize of the European Physical Society in using DC techniques.) The reasoning
1982 while Tsui, Gossard and Störmer behind a high frequency experiment was
(Bell Labs) won the Buckley Prize of the that the states in the tails of the Landau
American Physical Society this year for levels are effectively delocalized at high
their discovery of the fractional effect. frequencies. This is very similar to rela
The integer effect was first seen in a tive widths of the QHE plateaus obser
Si-MOSFET where the two-dimensional ved in low and high mobility GaAs-AIGaelectron gas (2DEG) is confined bet As heterostructures. There, once again,
ween Si and SiO2. At sufficiently high the low mobility samples show wide in
magnetic field the localized and extend teger plateaus (no fractions) while the
ed electron states, respectively the tail high mobility samples show narrow inte
and centre of the Landau level, are ger plateaus with fractions. In our expe
separated and the Hall resistance rea riments, we should be able to control
ches its integer quantized value. For directly the degree of localisation by
highly disordered samples of low mobili varying the frequency.
We observed, in a Si-MOSFET, a de
ty, the half-widths of the Landau are
wide and one does not see the effect. Si crease in the integer plateau width
MOSFETS have an "intermediate" mobi which is clear evidence that frequency is
lity of ~ 104cm2/V s where a sufficient removing localisation, so narrowing and
number of localized states are present; finally eliminating the plateau of quan
hence the observation of the integer pla tised resistance. Correspondingly, we
teaus. Using DC techniques, fractions observed structure related to a 4/3 and
Fig. 3 — The dilution refrigerator in aBitter are not observable for such low mobility 5/3 fill factor whose features moved
magnet. The magnet is enclosed in a samples. The 2DEG formed by a hetero with magnetic field in the same way as
wooden box for safety reasons.
junction of GaAs and AIGaAs can have that corresponding to the integer QHE!
considerably higher mobilities (> 106 This is shown in Fig. 4. Future work on
cm2/V s), hence the number of localized the frequency effect is in progress.
Other projects related to localization
states decreases and the influence of
the electron-electron interaction is en and/or the QHE which find a place at the
hanced. This enhanced interaction laboratory are for example, with Philips
opens up gaps in the Landau level lea Research Laboratory, Technische Hogeding to a new ground state and the frac school Delft, Catholic University of Lou
vain, Max-Planck Institute — Stuttgart,
tional QHE.
Recently, we in cooperation with Mike Laboratoire Electronique Physique —
Pepper, Adrian Long and others at the Paris and Forschungsinstitut der BunCavendish Laboratory, Cambridge, Eng despost. These researchers come or
land have pooled our resources in order send their specimens since we have
to study the problem of the 2DEG in a some unique spectroscopic facilities in
high magnetic field. We thought that corporated with the magnetic fields.
Another project within the laboratory
one of the most promising types of ex
periment was to study the behaviour of which is also unique as well as physical
the integer levels at very high frequency ly appealing is the "Phase Diagram of a
(45 MHz > f > 0.5 MHz). (Both the inte Ferroelectric Chiral Smectic Liquid Crys14

Fig. 4 — Fractional
QuantumHall
Effect in a
Si-MOSFETshow
ing characteristic
structures of Lan
dau level filling fac
tors at 1, 4/3, 5/3
and 2. Themeasu
rements wereper
formedat a fre
quency of 45 MHz,
curveA is at 25 T
and curve Bat 24 T.
tal near the Lifshitz Point". This col
laborative effort with the research
groups of R. Blinc of the J. Stefan Insti
tute in Lujbljana Yugoslavia and P. Wyder
of our laboratory has led to some defini
tive conclusions regarding the nature of
the phase transition near the A point.
The Lifshitz point first introduced by
Hornreich, Luban and Shtrikman (1975)
is a special case of atriple point between
the disordered, uniformly ordered and
modulated order phases. Not too long
after the introduction of the Lifshitz
point (LP), Michelson (1977) proposed
theoretically aconcrete realization of the
LPon the H-Tdiagram of a chiral smectic
liquid crystal if the magnetic field is ap
plied parallel to the smectic layers. More
than five years after its prediction the
first observation of the phase diagram of
the chiral ferroelectric smectic liquid
crystal p-decyloxybenzilidene-p'-amino2-methylbutylcinnamate (DOBAMBC)
in an external magnetic field suggested
that a LP exists between the disordered
smectic-A, the helicoidally ordered-C*
and the homogeneously ordered smectic-C-phases. This collaborative work of
Igor Musevic et al. (1982) measured the
Tc-H phase diagram in a magnetic field
up to 14.5 T. This is shown in Fig. 5 along
with the predicted phase diagram
shown in the inset.
The data of Fig. 5 also suggests a
reentrant C* phase above 8.5 T which
cannot be quantitatively described by
the model of Michelson or de Gennes
(1968). Further studies by Igor Musevic
et al., which have just been completed,
unravel this problem by measuring the
dielectric constant  yy as a function of T
and H. In the ferroelectric smectic C*
phase the tilt of the long molecular axis
and the in-plane spontaneous polariza
tion precess around the normals to the
smectic layers as one goes from one
smectic layer to the other. The helix

disappears for large enough H fields and
the polarization directions become uni
form in space. This critical field Hc is
temperature independent in the theore
tical models which have assumed acon
stant amplitude displacement.
The magnetic field dependence of the
dielectric constant close to Hc are in
qualitative disagreement with the Landau-de Gennes model of the unwinding
of the helix. However, far from Hc, the
model is in agreement with the experi
ment. There is a smearing out of the
transition resulting in afinite value of the
dielectric constant at H = Hc. This is in
contrast to predictions, but may be ex
plained by analogy to a commensurate
to incommensurate transition in a "dir
ty" ferroelectric. There, impurity pinning
of phase solitons results in metastable
states where the phase soliton differs
from the equilibrium value.
The observed smearing out of the C*Ctransition has a hysteresis. Thus going
from C* →C, H increasing, was not the
same when the field was reversed, C —
C*. In the reverse direction, there is even
a peak in the dielectric constant which
once again is analogous to impurity
"pinning" in a dirty ferroelectric. The

Fig. 5 — Phase diagram of a chiral smectic
liquid crystal. The insert shows the predic
ted phase boundaries from Michelson.

nature of the metastability and the un
winding process is still under further in
vestigation.
There are other projects of a funda
mental nature taking place, too nume
rous to mention but I should like to close
by mentioning some projects in applied
physics. There is a considerable amount
of interest in the application of magnetic
fields in industry and medicine. We have
an extremely productive programme on
aspects of High Gradient Magnetic Se
paration (HGMS) and particle aggrega
tion in magnetic fields with M.R. Parker
(University of Salford, England). There
are as well a wide variety of industries
and government sponsored laboratories
in the Netherlands who use our facilities
and expertise in exploratory studies
using HGMS and other magnetic sepa
ration techniques. Recently, we have
started testing multifilamentary Nb3Sn
wire for critical current vs. field charac
teristics. This information is required for
the various laboratories and manufactu
rers of superconducting wire who plan
to construct magnets or pass this infor
mation on to their clients. Not everyone
has a 25 or 30 T magnet in their labora
tory to test this sort of thing !

THE UNIVERSITY OF MANCHESTER

DEPARTMENT OF PHYSICS

Postdoctoral Research Associate
in Experimental Nuclear Structure Physics
Applications are invited for the above post funded by the SERC and tenable
immediately until 31 January, 1988. The successful candidate will beexpected to ini
tiate and assist with research at the Nuclear Structure Facility, a 20 MV tandem
Van de Graaff, which is now operational at the Daresbury Laboratory. Applicants are
expected to hold a Ph D. degree in Nuclear Structure Physics and should have an ap
titude for pursuing research in experimental physics. Salary range £7,190 - £8, 530
p.a. (under review). Superannuation.
Applications with full c.v. and names of two referees should be sent as soon as pos
sibleto Dr. R. Chapman, Department of Physics, The University, Manchester M139PL
from whom further details may be obtained.
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European Who's Who in Molecular Beams

EPS Secretariat in Budapest

Following a suggestion made at the
EPS sponsored 9th International Sym
posium on Molecular Beams, held at
Freiburg from 13 to 17 June 1983, the
organizing secretary, H. Haberland has
put together a first edition of a European
Who's Who in Molecular Beams.
It contains 198 names of research
workers in universities and national insti
tutes classified under country and group
leader, the entries including full ad
dresses and, what are so valuable, tele
phone and often telex numbers. In addi
tion, there is a description of the re-

search programme under way and refe
rences to recent publications.
This modestly produced A5 publica
tion of 48 pages will be much apprecia
ted by those in and close to the field.
Copies have already been sent to groups
who responded to the original enquiry;
further copies may be obtained free of
charge on request from
Professor H. Haberland
Fakultät für Physik
Universität Freiburg
Hermann-Herder-Strasse 3
D-7800 Freiburg/Br.

Following the signing of the agree
ment by the Hungarian Deputy Prime
Minister on 8 November 1984, the last
hurdle to establishing a Supplementary
Secretariat of the EPS in Budapest has
been overcome. This will formally come
into operation from 1January 1985.
The address there will be:
European Physical Society
Fö u. 68, 1stfloor/No. 141
H-1027 Budapest
Tel.: 15 40 90 or 15 42 50; ext. 222
The Office Manager is Mrs. Judit Solt.

Reduced Subscriptions
for lOMs

Optics Division

End of a Legend

The provisional Board of the Optics
Division met in Stuttgart in May and
again at ECOOSA — the joint meeting
of the Optics and the Quantum Elec
tronics Divisions held in Amsterdam in
October — at which adraft constitution
for the new Division was approved. This
is being submitted to the Executive
Committee this month (November).
The main aim of the Optics Division
has been defined as constructing a pro
gramme of conferences and other mee
tings, such as summer schools, on both
pure and applied topics to include elec
tro-optics and optical engineering in Eu
rope. Great efforts will be made to har
monise all relevant activities in Europe
and to bring a greater sense of commu
nity Into this area of physics. The joint
meeting in Amsterdam was asignificant
beginning — but more of this in a future
issue.

To many who have studied physics
during the past half century, Dirac has
been a name to reverence along with
those of his compatriot Newton and the
other giants who changed the face of
physics during the first third of this cen
tury. To a privileged few, he was an un
forgettable teacher during his many
years in Cambridge. He died on 20 Octo
ber at the age of 82 in Florida.
Whereas Einstein was a world-re
nowned figure, treated during his visits
abroad with the same celebrity publicity
as stars from another monde, Dirac
went through life shunning this wider
recognition. His Nobel Prize awarded in
1933 and shared with Erwin Schrödinger was essentially for the equation
uniting relativity and quantum mecha
nics. It predicted the existence of anti
matter, notably the positron (discovered
in 1932 by C.D. Anderson) but this was
just one of his many penetrating contri
butions to physics made during an ex
ceptionally productive life of research.
The finest tribute to his memory would,
no doubt, be the discovery of the ma
gnetic monopole; for that, we must wait
and see.
Dirac had been an Honorary Member
of EPS since 1981.

The Institute of Physics has announc
ed its special rates for Individual Mem
bers of EPS subscribing to its publica
tions in 1985 just for personal use.
EuropeanJournal of Physics
12.50
or Sw.Frs. 35 - if ordered through EPS
Any number of the following:
Physics Bulletin
10.50
Physics Education
14.00
Physics in Technology
14.00
Reports on Progress in Physics
19.25
One only one of the following:
Inverse Problems (NewJournal)
25.00
Classical and Quantum Gravity
14.00
Journal of PhysicsA
41.00
Journal of Physics B
53.50
Journal of Physics C
78.50
Journal of Physics D
29.25
Journal of Physics E
22.75
Journal of Physics F
36.00
Journal of Physics G
26.00
Physics in Medicine andBiology
(PMB)
19.50
Clinical Physics and Physiological
Measurement (CPPM)
13.00
PMB and CPPMcombined rate
30.00
Orders should be addressed to:
The Circulation Controller,
The Institute of Physics,
Techno House, Redcliffe Way,
Bristol BS1 6NX, England
Astronomy and Astrophysics Division
Solar Physics Section
Atomic and Molecular Physics Division
Atomic Spectroscopy Section
Chemical Physics
Electronic and Atomic Collisions
Molecular Physics
Computational Physics Group
Condensed Matter Division
Liquids Section
Low Temperature Physics Section
Macromolecular Physics
Magnetism
Metal Physics
Semiconductors and Insulators
Surfaces and Interfaces
High Energy & Particle Physics Division
Nuclear Physics Division
Optics Division
Plasma Physics Division
Quantum Electronics Division
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Senior Physicists
Retired Members of EPS are reminded
that they are entitled to membership at
half the normal fee. Those who qualify
for the reduction should inform the Se
cretariat when paying their dues in res
ponse to the circular they will shortly be
receiving.
Europhysics News is the official journal of the European
Physical Society which comprises 29 National Socie
ties, Academies and Group, over 3500 Individual Mem
bers and 66 Associate Members. Governing bodies of
EPS are the General Meeting, Council and an elected
Executive Committee responsible for detailed policy.
EPS promotes the collaboration of physicists through
out Europe, organising and harmonising conferences
and publications, improving physics education, encou
raging physics applications, awarding scholarships to
sponsored schools in Erice. EPS publishes in addition to
EN, Europhysics Conference Abstracts, E. Ed. News
and, in collaboration with The Institute of Physics (UK),
the European Journal of Physics. Individual Members
receive EN free of charge (price to institutions: Sw.Fr.
90.-/a), rebates on the price of many publications and
on conference fees. Annual EPS membership fee for
Individual Members belonging to an EPS member
society is: Sw.Fr. 40.-; independent members: Sw.Fr.
120.-; members of a Collaborating Society, e.g. the
American Physical Society: Sw.Fr. 50.- ($ 25).
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